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BIOGRAPHY

Fabienne has experience in all matters of national and international tax law, including double tax

treaties, cross-border withholding tax, German CFC rules and real estate taxation, in particular real

estate transfer tax. Her work particularly focuses on tax advice and negotiation of purchase

contracts relating to all types of property transactions (asset and share deals of various types of

real estate, including office, logistics and hotel properties, project developments and forward deals)

and property-related tax issues (e.g. advice on extended trade tax deduction, VAT-related lease

contract clauses, real estate transfer tax advice). Furthermore, she advises on investment tax issues

and on structuring of open and closed-ended fund vehicles and preparation of acquisition reports.

Fabienne offers special tax advisory services, e.g. on tax issues in relation to securities lending and

repurchase transactions and structured financial products, as well as on tax compliance / DAC6

(reporting obligations in relation to cross-border tax arrangements). Other mainstays of her practice

include private equity and venture capital tax issues, tax advice on restructurings and tax
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optimization of corporate group structures, as well as tax advice vis-à-vis (tax) authorities and

assistance in the context of tax litigation.

Fabienne also has the title of "Diplom-Finanzwirt (Steuerakademie)" and, before becoming a lawyer,

she worked for approximately six years at a tax office, where she was responsible for assessing

inheritance and gift tax for mainly large business successions.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

▪ Verein zur Förderung der Steuerrechtswissenschaft an der Leibniz Universität Hannover e.V.

ADMISSIONS

Germany

Tax Advice & Controversy

RESOURCES

PUBLICATIONS

Reviews

▪ Fabienne Helle, Tax on sale of apartment despite use by children, BFH, Urteil vom 24. Mai

2022, Az. IX R 28/21 reviewed in IZ 04/2023 (German Language)

▪ Fabienne Helle, No real estate transfer tax for Christmas trees , BFH, Urteil vom 23. 02. 2022,

Az. II R 45/19 reviewed in: IZ 44/2022

Link: https://www.iz.de/recht/news/-keine-grunderwerbsteuer-fuer-weihnachtsbaeume-

2000011646 (German Language)

▪ Fabienne Helle, A lower property value is to be substantiated by expert opinion, BFH, Urteil vom

17.11.2021,Az. II R 26/20 reviewed in: IZ 34/2022 (German language)

RELATED PRACTICE AREAS

https://www.iz.de/recht/news/-steuer-auf-wohnungsverkauf-trotz-nutzung-durch-die-kinder-2000013597
https://www.iz.de/recht/news/-keine-grunderwerbsteuer-fuer-weihnachtsbaeume-2000011646
https://www.iz.de/recht/news/-ein-geringerer-grundstueckswert-ist-gutachterlich-zu-belegen-2000009650
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RELATED INSIGHTS

News

May 23, 2023

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner advises on sale of newly built Hotel Königshof at Munich

Stachus

News

Mar 30, 2023

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner advises Family Office on the acquisition of an office

building in Monheim

News

Feb 15, 2023

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner advises PROJECT Immobilien on the sale of a hotel in

Berlin-Köpenick

Insights

Jul 14, 2022

Updated German tax alert: German Federal Ministry of Finance requires disclosure in

cases of licensing of IP registered in Germany

According to the German Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF) the licensing of rights registered in a German register

is subject to limited tax liability, even if no further German nexus exists. Depending upon the individual

circumstances taxpayers may benefit from temporary procedural relief based upon double taxation agreements

(DTAs). A thorough analysis of the relevant facts and, if necessary, disclosure/application until 30 June 2023 in

accordance with the relevant BMF circular is required.

Insights

Jul 05, 2022

Tax decree issued - German trade tax deduction for property companies

Based upon a change of law as from 2021 German property companies are allowed to deliver electricity and earn

income from contractual relationships with their tenants within certain thresholds without detrimentally affecting

the tax-exempt treatment of their property income for German trade tax purposes (so-called extended trade tax

deduction, “ETTD”). While under the law there were many open questions regarding the application of the new

version of the ETTD, a tax decree (“Decree”) provides guidance on how the German tax administration interprets

the new provision. Whereas under the previous version of the ETTD the lease of fixtures by a property company

was detrimental to the application of the ETTD, the new ETTD provides relief for the lease of fixtures to a tenant

within an applicable income-related threshold. However, based upon the Decree it may still be necessary to

implement specific …

Insights

Apr 27, 2022

Draft tax decree issued - German trade tax deduction for property companies

Based upon a change of law as from 2021 German property companies are allowed to deliver electricity and earn

income from contractual relationships with their tenants within certain thresholds without detrimentally affecting

the tax-exempt treatment of their property income for German trade tax purposes (so-called extended trade tax
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deduction, “ETTD”). While under the law there were many open questions regarding the application of the new

version of the ETTD, a draft tax decree (“Draft Decree”) provides initial guidance on how the German tax

administration may interpret the new provision. Whereas under the previous version of the ETTD the lease of

fixtures by a property company was detrimental to the application of the ETTD, the new ETTD provides relief for

the lease of fixtures to a tenant within an applicable income-related threshold. However, based upon the Draft

Decree it may still be neces…

Insights

Mar 22, 2022

German federal ministry of finance requires disclosure in cases of licensing of IP

registered in Germany

According to the German Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF) the licensing of rights registered in a German register

is subject to limited tax liability, even if no further German nexus exists. Depending upon the individual

circumstances taxpayers may benefit from temporary procedural relief based upon double taxation agreements

(DTAs). A thorough analysis of the relevant facts and, if necessary, prompt disclosure/application in accordance

with the relevant BMF circular is required.


